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A two-country-two-sector model with a portfolio choice between money and imperfectly
substitutable domestic and foreign bonds, Ooating exchange rates and perfect foresight is
presented. Account is taken of capital accumulation, government debt and current account
dynamics. Numerical methods, including extensive sensilivity analysis, are used to trace the
consequences of financial inlegration for lhe eRects and spill-over effects o( fiscal policy. Another
purpose is to establish the relevance of disaggregation for lhe outcomes of fiscal policy.

1. lntroduction

Economic integration is one of the central issues of contemporary and,
probably, future economics. On the occasion of the Centenary of The
Economic Journal, a number of dislinguished economists expressed their
views on the prospects for economics in the next hundred years. Several
authors (Bhagwati, Malinvaud, Schmalensee, Turnovsky) point at integration
as a key topic in economic theorizing.

Van der Ploeg (1991a), in describing the various phases in the process of
European integration, suggests that the financial, goods and labour markets
are integrating at different speeds. Low labour mobility is expected to be
rather persistent, due to impeding factors like language, culture and tradition.
On the contrary, there seems to be a strong tendency towards a high degree
of financial capital mobility, thanks to, amongst others, virtual absence of
transportation costs. lntegration ot goods markets is considered to take a
positíon somewhere in between. This would be an argument to give priority
to financial integration.

There is a reasonable amount of prima facie evidence in favour of the

Correspondence [o: R. de Groof, Department of Ewnomitx, Tilburg Universily, P.O. Box
90153, SOOOLE Tilburg, Netherlands.
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hypothesis of increased integration of financial markets [e.g. Frankel (1989),
Keuzenkamp and Van der Ploeg (1990)]. The process of financial integration
can be observed from enhanced substitutability of assets and a growing
interdependence of yields.

This paper examines the consequences of financial integration for the
effects and spill-over effects of fiscal policy. For that purpose, a two-country-
two-sector perfect foresight model, allowing for intertemporal government
budget constraints, current account dynamics, wealth effects, capital accumu-
lation, imperfect substitutability between home and foreign bonds, floating
exchange rates, imperfect substitution between home and foreign tradables,
international labour and intersectoral capital immobility, real wage rigidity
at home and nominal wage rigidity abroad is formulated.

There is a considerable amount of literature on international interdepen-
dent macroeconomics using a portfolio balance framework [e.g. Tobin and
De Macedo (1980), Branson and Henderson (1985), Ribe and Beeman (1986),
Van de Klundert (1991)]. On the other hand, some work has been done on
international interdependent two-sector economies, without or with at best
an elementary financial sector [Corden and Turnovsky (1983), Obstfeld
(1989), De Groof and Schaling (1991)].

The dominant feature of the present model is the combination of these two
frameworks. The portfolio balance approach enables a careful modelling of
stock-flow relationships. The distinction between tradables and nontradables
opens the possibility of investigating the influence of the composition of a
change in government expenditure. in doing so, we lry to meet the apparent
need for disaggregation, as expressed by, for instance, Allen (t991).

The main findings are as follows. Looking at real disposable income as a
measure of the regions' spending power, financial integration appears to have
no in(luence on the qualitative efTects and spill-over effects of fiscal policy.
This is not the case, if total real output, as a measure of the regions'
productive efTorts, is taken into account. Then financial integration turns out
to be relevant, especially in the long run. However, this only applies to fiscal
contractions falling on tradables, which implies, that these long-run (spill-
over) effects depend on the commodity composition of the policy pursued.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the model is presented. Its
complexity makes an analytical solution íntractable. Instead, a comprehen-
sive set of simulations is carried out. Appendix l gives the numerical
assumptions with respect to the initial steady state situation as well as the
situation of a high degree of financial integration. Analytical models sacrifice
reality by ruling out several sources of dynamics, in order to keep the
analysis manageable. On the other hand, the results of the simulations
approach are coefficient specific. To overcome this dilemma, the system has
been submitted to extensive sensitivity analysis. To that end, intervals of
robustness for all behavioural parameters have been established [cf.
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Karakitsos (1989)]. Besides, the role of the economies' sector structure and
technology has been critically analyzed.' Section 3 presents an overview of
the effects and spill-over effects of unilateral fiscal expansions for the
reference situation. Section 4 considers the influence of financial integration.
For that purpose we compare, in qualitative terms, the elTects and spill-over
efïects of fiscal contractions falling on tradables and nontradables for the
reference situation, which is characterized by a low degree of financial
integration, with those applying for a situation with a high degree of
Gnancial integration. For the short run, the latter case reflects the Mundell-
Fleming assumption of uncovered interest parity. In the medium and long
run, however, stock-(low effects drive a wedge between home and foreign
ínterest rates. The pursuit of a fiscal contraction seems to be appropriate in
the light of, for instance, the persistent U.S. budget deficit and a considerable
budgetary problem originated by the German reunification. Appendix 2
contains a number of figures, which may be of some help to understand the
dynamics of the system.Z Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. A two-country-two-sector model with imperCect substitutability with respect
to tradables and financial assets

Following Van de Klundert ( 1991), we divide the model into subsystems.
We distinguish a portfolio, a commodity, a labour and a dynamic subsystem,
as well as a subsystem of definitional equations. Apart from nominal wage
formation, the two countries are identical.

Lower-case letters refer to real variables, variables expressed as rates are
denoted with a`tilde', while exogenous variables are barred. The subscript i
(r - h, rt) refers to the home tradables sector and the nontradables sector,
respectively, while the subscripts j and k (j- 1, 2, k-1, 2, j~ k) refer to
countries: country 1 stands for Europe and country 2 for the U.S. The
superscript e refers to expectational variables. In order to save space we
present nominal and real exchange rates as country-specific variables.

The porlJ'olio subsyslem

The portfolio subsystem draws on Van de Klundert ( 1991). Agents spread
their real non-human wealth ( we) over real cash balances ( m), domestic
bonds ( b~~) and foreign bonds (b~k). Asset demand decisions depend on the

'For the results of this sensitivity analysis we refer to De Groof and Van Tuijl (1991). In
order to determine the role of technology, we reversed the sector's factor intensities as compared
to the referenm situation, in which tradables production is assumed to be capital intensive
[Prachowny (1984), Obstfeld (1988), Verbruggen (1988)].

'Here we limit ourselves to European fiscal conlractions. For a complete review we refer to
De Groof and Van Tuijl (1991).
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rátes of return on bonds, which are determined by the nominal interest rates
(r`„~) and the expected change in the nominal exchange rate (ë`). The nominal
interest rate equals the sum of the real interest rate and the expected rate of
CPI in(lation (p~):

Yp~ - I'~ f p~,

For all practical purposes, the real value of bonds is assumed to be fixed
within a period [Haas and Masson (1986)]. At the same time, bonds are
indexed to tlie CPI, thus constituting sure claims on given amounts of future
consumption goods (baskets). Expectations are assumed to be rational.
Furthermore, stochastic components are absent. Therefore, agents have
perfect foresight.

Transactions demand for real cash balances is supposed to be related to
real disposable income of the private sector [yd; see, for instance, Goodhart
(1990), pp. 269-270]. Moreover, we ignore currency substitution [McKinnon
(1990)]. Under these assumptions the asset demand functions read

t i. 0
nt~- rrt~(Ye,, we~, r~,, r~k f ëj),

0 t - f ~
qrJ Jk - 9r, jk(Yd,s Wefe rnp rnt ~ el),

(3)~4)

(5)-{tí)

(7)-{g)

where q~~ is the real exchange rate applying to country j. The bold signs
above variables denote the signs of the partial derivatives. The nurnerical
assumptions are compatible with the familiar `adding-up' constraints [Tur-
novsky (1977)].

The supply of real cash balances equals the exogenous money stock (M)
divided by the CPI:

m~-~.
P~,

(9)-(]0)

Net investment of firms is completely financed by issuance of bonds. It is
assumed that all transactions are paid for at the beginning of the period. So,
investment goods are bought against today's prices. As a result, the amount
of bonds supplied by (irms is determined by the stock of capital equipment
at the beginning of the next period, including net investment of the present
period. The supply of government bonds equals outstanding government
debt (d), comprising this period's budget deficit as well. For simplicity, it is
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assumed that bonds issued by frms and the government are perfect
substitutes. Therefore, total domestic bonds' supply (u) reads

u -kn,.~Pr~,fk~,.~P~,~-d..
' P ~t~

(I1)-{12)

Equilibríum in the international bonds markets is stated by

u; -bi~ f 64j. ( l 3}-( I 4)

Finally, real wealth consists of real domestic assets and net foreign claims (J)

~ti.e~ - m~t u1 f fj. (15)-(1 tí)

The comnrodity subsystenr

The micro-underpinnings of the foregoing portfolio subsystem are no more
than rudimentary. In this respect, the commodity expenditure equations
show close resemblance, as they lack explicit microfoundations in the form of
intertemporal choices made by households and firms as well [as, for example,
in Van der Ploeg (199(b)]. As Van de Klundert (1991) observes, a thorough
microeconomic foundation of macroeconomics requires an integration of
saving, investment and portfolio decisions. Research in this field is still in its
infancy [e.g. Rankin (1991)]. Moreover, we agree with Allen (1991, p. 153),
who argues that optimizing models can not avoid ad hoc qualities either, be
it of a different nature than non-optimizing models.

Total private consumption (c) ís split up between consumption of nontrad-
able (c„) and tradable (c,) goods. The latter, in turn, is subdivided into home
(c,,) and foreign produced (c,„) goods. The complex decision problem with
respect to consumption is supposed to be separable.

First, consumers decide upon total consumption expenditure according to

i- f -
ct - c~(ye~, we~, r"„~ - p`~,). (17)-(1 g)

Thus, total consumption is positively related to real disposable income (yd)
and real non-human wealth of the private sector ( we), whereas it depends
negatively on the real interest rate (r'„-p~). Assuming consumption to depend
on real disposable income implies ascribing naive expectations concerning
human wealth to households. Alternatively, one may assume that households
are líquidity constrained.

Next, given total consumption demand, consumers choose between trad-
ables and nontradables by maximizing a(CES) utility function. Consumer
expenditure on (non-)tradables depends positively on total consumption
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expenditure, but negatively on the ratio of the price of (non-)tradables to
CPI. Nence, sectoral consumption functions read as

c~, - c~ ~~, P~~,
` P~,i

(19)~20)

cn~ - cn ~~ P~1.P~,J (21) l22)

Taking the empirical observations of Deardorff and Stern (1986) into
account, home and foreign produced tradables are imperfect substitutes.

Having decided upon total demand for tradable consumption goods and
services, consumers choose between home and foreign produced tradables by
maximizing another (CES) utility function,

Cf Ph l,Ch~ - Ch C~~~
~lP~,

(23)~24)

c -c rc Pti"e'1,
m, m ` t,, J

P~,
(25)~2G)

where p,, denotes the price of home produced tradables.
Entrepreneurs only gradually adapt the stock of capital equipment (k,) to

its desired level (k"). Consequently, net investment is a fraction of the gap
between the desired and actual stock of capital. The depreciation of capital is
exponential at a rate b, which is uniform across sectors. Thus, the functions
with respect to gross investment are

t ?
i;, - i;,(k ~, k;,). (27}-(30)

The sign of the partial derivative of k; is ambiguous, depending on the ratio
ot the accelerator coefficient to the rate of technical obsolescence.

The desired stock of capital equipment in any sector follows from the
equality of the nominal interest rate ( r`p) and the sector's net marginal
physical product of capital plus the expected increase in the value of the
sector's capital goods (8y;~ak,-bfp`;). The latter equals the expected
increase in the sectoral producers' price, since we assume the sector's
investment outlays to fall entirely on the goods produced by the sector itself.
Allowing for intersectoral and international trade in new capital goods,
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would probably not alter the results substantially [Pasinetti (1981), De Groof
and Van Tuijl (1991)]. Therefore, the relation for the desired stock of capital
equipment can be written as

ka-k'(y ,r„~-p"`~). (3l)-(34)

Sectoral outputs (y;) follow from linear homogeneous (CES) production
functions, using inputs of labour (f;) and sector-specific capital (k;). Thus,

Y~, -Y~,(~~,, k~,), (35)~38)

where the upper bold signs re(lect the signs of the second partial derivatives.
Equilibrium in tradables and nontradables markets is stated by

Yr,, - c~,~ -f i~,~ f gti~ -f- c~. f 8,~k, (39)-{40)

Yn, -C~~ f fn, f5~,. (41)-(42)

Here gh and g,~ denote exogenous exhaustive government spending on home
and foreign produced tradables respectively, while g„ indicates exogenous
government expenditure on nontradables.

Macroeconomic real output is defined as

Yn,Ph, f Y~,P~,
Y~ - -

Pr,
(43)~44)

The lahour subsysrem

Nominal wages are uniform across sectors, owing to the assumption of the
homogeneity of labour. However, the labour markets are segmented interna-
tionally. Furthermore, they do not clear in the short run, due to rigidity of
either nominal wages or real consumers' wages. Empirical evidence points, at
least for the short and medium term, to a high degree of nominal wage
rigidity in the U.S. and real wage rigidity in Europe [Van der Ploeg (1988)].
For expositional purposes we assume inertia causing (almost) perfect short-
run rigidity in the U.S. and Europe, respectively. Empirical evidence does not
reject the existence of an error-correction mechanism in the wage relation,
ensuring consumers' wages to return to [heir long-run equilibrium value. We
assume a stylized version of this mechanism to apply, so that nominal wages
adapt gradually to the labour market situation, as well as to the develop-
ment of CPI. So, in the long run employment is at its natural rate.
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Assuming country-specific labour supply to be exogenous, these conditions
imply

t i~
d wj - d w~( d p~~, l~ ), (45)-{46)

in which w and l denote money wage and macroeconomic employment
respectively.

Profit maximizing firms equate the marginal product of labour (dy;~c7(;)
and the real producers' wage (w~p;), with the stock of capital equipment
given at each point in time. This results in the following relation for labour
demand:

f i~
1i~-1fj yí~,

P~, .
(47)-{ 50)

Macroeconomic employment is defined as

lj -1;,~ f 1„~. (5 I )-(52)

The dyrramic subsystern

Capital accumulation reads as

dk;J-i;~ -bk;. . (53)-{56)

Government outlays, total real government expenditure (g) plus interest
payments on outstanding debt, are financed by lump-sum taxes ( t), the
issuance of bonds, or by means of the `printing press' ( dM;). The selling of
bonds raises government debt (d), which immediately becomes clear from
writing the government budget identity [Buiter (1986)] as

dd~-r`;df-,-t-g~-t~- dMj. (57)-(58)
P~,

In order to prevent government debt from escalation, a feedback rule for
taxes is specified, since we intend to reserve exhaustive government spending
as a policy instrument. A sensible tax rule was introduced by Buiter (1987).
Here, it takes the form

f
tt - t~(d~). (59)~60)

The real current account surplus of a country, by definition equals the sum
of its balance of trade surplus and its capital income account surplus. Under
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Ilexible exchange rates, this sum is equal to the capital account deficit, and,
consequently, the increase in country j's net real toreign asset position.

dI. -cmrPk,-c,n,PkkelfSm4Pti,-Bm,Pk,,ej
i P

r,

~rkqc,bJk-,-rl6kj-, }bJk-, dqc~.

It can easily be verified that Jk- -jj~q~J.

(61)-(62)

Definitiona! equations

Real disposable income of the private sector in terms of baskets of
consumption goods equals lhe sum of net value added of firms, interest
payments by the domestic government, the capital income account surplus
including real-exchange-rale-induced gains on foreign bonds holdings, and
the (relative) price-induced wealth effects on physical capital, minus lump-
sum as well as in(lation taxes. So,

Ye,-(Yj-bk1) pc'f~jdj-,
,

tCk9r,b;k-, -r';bkj-, tb;k-, d9~,

M.- M
fkk~d Pk,,-Fk„~d P,,, -tf~---, ~ - -i-~

P~, P~, P~, P~,-,

The producers' price index is defined as

PD~ - PIti,P~r - rti,r.

(63)-{64)

(65)-(66)

where yky is the share of output of home produced tradables in total output.
The `ideal' price index of tradables consumption can be written as

P,; ~Yk, Ph, - mtim) ~ (1 - Yh, ) (Pkkei )t ~ - m,~m~~ i H i - mh~.i~ (67)-(68)

where yk, denotes the ulility maximizing share of home produced tradables in
total consumption of tradables and ~k~, indicates the elasticity of substitution
between home and foreign produced tradables.

Analogously, the ideal CPI reads

P~,-~}',~P~; -m,..i~(1-Y,~)P~;-o,.,~~~ni-m,..r~ (69)-{70)

where y,~ is the optimal share of consumption of tradables in total
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cónsumption expenditure and ~,,, indicates the elasticity of substitution
between tradables and nontradables consumption.

The macroeconomic real exchange rate by definition equals

- elPfk9f, --.
Pf,

l71)

Following the Armington tradition rather than assuming the Law of One
Price to hold, we have to consider a real exchange rate concerning the
tradables sector as well:

e1Pnk
Ph,

(72)

Evidently, the exchange rates are related as follows:

ek - ej 1.

'!Ck-~Ifj ~1

-t9kk - 9h, .

The system is completed by definitional equations for the macroeconomic
stock of capital equipment,

k -k~,.Pk~i-k~,P~,.
,-

Pr,

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)-(77)

and real government expenditure, respectively,

g; -
Sh,Ph, f Sn,Pn, f S~,Pkke; (7s)-{79)

Pf,

There are 79 equations in 78 endogenous variables, viz. r",,, r', nt, bjj, b;k, u, we,
c. c~, c~, ce, cm, iti, i~, kh~ k~~ Yn, Y~, Y, w, fn, h~ h kn~ k~, d, 8, t, .i~~ Ye. Pn. P~, Pf~
P~~ Pq. e~ 9f~ 9n. k.

Invoking Walras' law, one of the equilibrium equations is redundant. As a
result, eq. (14), which reflects equilibrium in the market for foreign assets, can
be eliminated.

The model contains ten backward-looking state variables viz. k,,, k,,, w, d
and f, since these are constrained by their history. The five remaining state
variables, p,,, P„ and e~ are unconstrained by their past and are forward-
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Table I
Reference situation: ElTects and spill-over eRects of fiscal shocks.

Type of shock
8~:- -1~w~--1 8w~--I 8.~--I

Period 1 00 1 ao 1 ao 1 ao
Y~~ f f i - f f - -
Y~: f - - ~- - - f t
Y~ f f f t - f - t
Y: - f - f f f - f
Y.~ - f - f f f - f
l'„ t f t - - - - -
Yw~ - -{- - - f t - }
Y,: f - - t f - - -
r,~ - - f - f - - -
r„ t - - -. - - - -
r~ - - - - f - - -
r: - - - - - - - -
ei - - f -F - - f f
9w t -~ - - f -~ t -
9~ - f -F - -~ f - -
!~n -P. ~ - - - - -f - a- -
P„- P., - - - - f - f -

looking. For saddlepoint stability to hold, one should therefore have ten
stable and five unstable roots.

3. International and intersectoral effects and spill-over effects of fiscal shocks
In this section, the international and intersectoral transmíssion effects of

unanticipated once and for all sector-specific fiscal contractions will be
studied, by passing in review the qualitative results of numerical exercises.
The computations have been carried out with the PSREM package, deve-
loped by Van der Ploeg and Markink (1991).' The numerical assumptions
are presented in Appendix 1. It should be stressed that, in the context of a
linearized model, the symbols now denote relative deviations from a steady
slate solution.

The qualitative short- and long-term effects and spill-over effects, of the
unilateral policy measures mentioned above, are shown in table 1. They will
be explained concisely. As mentioned, we will focus on private sector's real
disposable income (yd). However, total real output, will be taken into
consideration as well. To be sure, macroeconomic employment deserves as
much attention. However, the short-term qualifications for total real output

~This package is suited for dynamic policy simulations of linear models with rational
expectations of future events. For the linearized simulations version of our model, we refer to De
Groof and Van Tuijl ( 1991).
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also apply to employment, while in the long run the Phillips mechanism
invariably restores labour market equilibrium.

The macroeconomic characterisations of the various policies pursued, will
be indicated by: `LOC', `BLOC', 'BTN' and `BTS', referring to a'locomotive',
`backward locomotive', `beggar-thy-neighbour' and `beggar-thyself' policy,
respectively. Tliese expressions grasp both tlie effects for the counlry taking
the initiative, as well as spill-over effects for the passive region. They can be
defined by means of Ihe following scheme, in which Europe is supposed to
take the initiative:

LOC BLOC BTN BTS
Ya~,Ye: (or l',,1'z) f, -F -, - f, - -, f .

[f the U.S. takes the initiative, tlie signs for BTN and BTS are reversed, of
course. Unless stated otherwise, a policy designation pertains to disposable
income.

[n the short run, a Fw~opean fisca( contraction jalling on horne produced
tradables` lowers both the nominal and the real interest rate in Europe. In
the U.S., the real interest rate decreases, while the nominal interest rate
increases. Evidently, the fall in the real interest rate in Europe is more
pronounced than in the U.S., which is the main factor accounting for
Europe's capital income account surplus. Europe also runs a trade balance
surplus, making its current account surplus substantial. This causes the ECU
to appreciate, despite the capital outflow arising from lhe negative yield
differential. Meanwhile, as can also be verified in fig. la, the European
macroeconomic real exchange rate falls, since the ( CPI) deflation differential
is dominated by the appreciation of the ECU.

As for the supply side, in the short run sectoral supply solely depends on
the sector's real producers' wage. The reduction in government spending on
domestic tradables causes an (ex ante) excess supply of European tradables,
exerting a downward pressure on its price. This induces European consumers
to shift their expenditure towards this type of goods and, therefore, away
from both nontradables and U.S. tradables. This leads to a decrease in prices
in these sectors too.

The price of U.S.' nontradables slightly rises, which on balance results
from U.S.' consun~rs shifting expenditure away from this type of goods, and
a rise in U.S.' total consumption, including nontradables. In the U.S.,
changes in producers' prices cause opposite changes in the real producers'
wages, since in the short run money wages hardly respond to the fall in the

`In this article, we confine ourselves to fiscal contractions falling on home produced goods, as
lhis typo of fiscal policy seems to be the most obvious one. The case where governmenl
ezpenditure falls on goods of foreign origin is discussed eztensively in De Groof and Van Tuijl
(1991).
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CPI. As a result, a decrease or increase in demand is largely met by lo~ver or
higher output. This explains the moderate changes in the U.S.' producers'
prices. In Europe the nominal wage rate moves in line with CPI. Conse-
quently, the real producers' wage rate in the tradables sector rises only
slightly, whereas it falls in the nontradables sector.

Therefore, the tradables production shows only a small drop, while
nontradables output increases significantly. So, in Europe, the main outlet for
(ex ante) excess supply or demand are price mutations. It is worthwhile
noting, that the European terms of trade ( -q,,) decrease [see fig. ( la)], while
the tradables-nontradables price ratio ( p,-p„) falls in both regions.

European disposable income rises for several reasons. Firstly, taxes are
lowered, as the government has less reason to fear a`runaway debt'.
Secondly, real cash balances are increased by deflation. Thirdly, as men-
tioned above, Europe runs a capital income account surplus. These factors
dominate a moderate decrease in total European production in terms of
(baskets of) consumption goods. To be sure, European total real output in
terms of ( baskets of) home produced goods ( y,) increases. However, the fall
in the European terms of trade causes the purchasing power of real output
(~~, f pr, - p~,) to fall. U.S. disposable income also rises, mainly due to the
combined effect of higher total output in terms of consumption goods and
the increase in real cash balances. As a consequence, in the short run a
European fiscal contraction on home produced tradables is a LOC policy.

The understanding of the dynamics of the model may be served by the
description of the developments in the medium term, for which we arbitrarily
take the third period. In the present case, the medium-term picture shows
close resemblance to the one for the short run. At least, LOC is still the
correct label. European output in terms of consumption goods has risen,
mainly attributable to an inerease in nontradables production, arising from a
crowding-in of capital investment in the preceding periods. This comes on
top of lower taxes, higher real cash balances and a capital income account
surplus. The capilal income account surplus follows from a sustained current
account surplus, which reinforces Europe's position as a net creditor. This
causes the ECU to appreciate even further. The European macroeconomic
real exchange rate falls as well [see fig. 1(a)], despite European detlation still
being comparatively severe. Disposable income of the U.S. is now lower than
in the short run, due to a decrease in the value of the U.S.' capital stock,
arising from a decrease in the ratio of the price of home tradables to the
nontradables price. Here it should be remembered, that the production of
tradable goods is assumed to be relatively capital inlensive. Yet U.S.'
disposable income remains above ils initial steady-state level, mainly owing
to a rise in the purchasing power of real total output.

Later on, European disposable income gradually increases to a new
steady-state level. This must be attributed to lower taxes and a higher capital
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Fig. 1. (a) Efiects of gti, -- I in case of a low degree of financial integration; (b) effects of
gw, -- 1 in case of a high degree of financial integration.

income account surplus. The increase in real cash balances has come to a
complete stop, de0ation being absent in the long run (t--.oo). On the
contrary, U.S.' long-run disposable income gets below its initial steady-state
level, which must be ascribed to both a higher capital income account deficit
and a fall in the real value of European bonds held by U.S.' residents. The
latter is induced by an increase in the real exchange rate [see fig. 1(a)],
caused by both the appreciation of the ECU and U.S. de(lation being
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dominated by European deflation in the past. So, in the long run a European
fiscal contraction falling on domestic tradables is a BTN policy.

lt should be noted, that in the long run Europe's terms of trade has risen
[fig. I(a)], turning its balance of trade into a deficit, which is compatible with
the U.S.' enlarged debt service requirements. Real wealth in Europe has
grown, as the decrease in domestic bonds, following from a considerable
reduction of government debt, falls short of the combined effect of the
increased value of real cash balances and foreign asset accumulation. On the
contrary, U.S.' long-term real wealth turns out to be Iower than its initial
steady state level, due to a decrease in all of its components.

A cut in Europemi government expenditure on no~itradaóles is a BTN policy
in the short run. Now higher government interest payments, stemming from
a rise in the real interest rate, form an additional factor underlying the
increase in European disposable income. Logically, the present shock exerts
on impact pressure on domestic goods markets. Hence, in the short run
dellation in Europe is considerable, causing a substantial increase in real
cash balances. This, in turn, boosts real disposable income. The latter causes
an even stronger increase in the transactions demand for real cash balances,
which underlies the somewhat counter-intuitive rise in both the nominal and
the real interest rate.

In the U.S., production increases in both sectors, since both capital
investment and exports increase. Another striking difference with the case of
a European fiscal contraction falling on domestic tradables, is the increase in
the value of the U.S.' capital stock, since now the ratio of the price of U.S.'
tradables to nontradables increases. Nevertheless U.S.' disposable income
falls, mainly due to a considerable capital income account deficit.

In the long run, a reduction in European government spending on
nontradables is a BTN policy. European disposable income has increased
even further. Total real output as well as the demand for tradables have
risen. The latter mainly stems from higher total consumption, originating
from an increase in both disposable income and real wealth. A worsened
capital income account is the main factor underlying the fall in the U.S.'
disposable income.

Initially, the real exchange rate overshoots its long-term steady state value
[see fig. 2(a)]. A substantial appreciation of the nominal exchange rate,
outweighing the dellation gap between the U.S. and Europe, features the
movement toward its equilibrium value.

A cut in U.S.' exhaustiue government spending on domestic tradaóles turns
out to be a BTS policy in the short run. Remember that the corresponding
European fiscal contracting is a LOC policy. One should keep in mind, that
any discrepancy with the corresponding European demand shock originates
from differences in wage formation.
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The present shock leads to an (ex ante) excess supply of U.S. tradables,
which depresses their price. As a result, consumers in both regions shift their
expenditure towards U.S. tradables away from European tradables as well as
from nontradables. The price of U.S.' nontradables falls as well. In the U.S.,
real producers' wages rise in both sectors. The fall in demand is to a great
extent attended by lower output, thus attenuating the decrease in prices. In
Europe, the real producers' wage slightly rises in the tradables sector,
whereas it drops in the nontradables sector. Consequently, tradables output
shows a moderate decrease, while nontradables production increases. Total
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real output grows on balance. The fall in the CPI raises real cash balances,
but also contributes to an increase in the real value o( U.S.' bonds held by
Europeans. These are tlie factors underlying the rise in disposable income in
Europe.

As explained above, if the NWR-country reduces its government expendi-
ture on domestic tradables, it experiences a relatively large decrease in
output and a relatively moderate deflation, causing only a small increase in
real cash balances. So, disposable income falls, reverse to the former case, in
which the active country was characterized by RWR.

Logically, the long term picture is a mirror image of the one discussed
before, the RWR-NWR case. In this respect, the type of short- and medium-
term wage rigidity is irrelevant, since, by virtue of the Phillips mechanism,
unemployment returns to its natural rate. Hence, BTN policy is the correct
label.

In case of a U.S. frscal contractio~: jalling on nontradables, BTN suits as a
short-term characterization. American workers are locked into nominal wage
contracts. This time prices tend to go down considerably, as the fiscal shock
is directed at the sheltered sector. This implies a strong rise in real producers'
wages and, hence, a substantial decrease in output. However, considerable
deflation boosts disposable income for two reasons. Firstly, with the nominal
money supply given, real cash balances rise. Secondly, the real exchange rate
falls, causing tlie real value of European bonds in hands of U.S.' residents to
increase. Moreover, tlie U.S.' government can afford to cut taxes, without
losing control of its debt. Tliese three factors combined, dominate the
decrease in total real output. Tlierefore, U.S.' real disposable income rises.

[n Europe, the real producers' wages increase in both sectors, since the rise
in producers' prices falls short of the increase in money wages, which move
in line with CPI. A substantial depreciation of the ECU is the main
underlying factor. Of course, the level of total real output falls. In the
medium run, U.S.' disposable income decreases, as U.S.' residents receive less
interest payments from their own government. As a result, their spending
power is lower, as compared to the initial steady-state level. In the long run,
however, this type of policy recaptures its status as a BTN policy. As
mentioned above, the Phillips mechanism restores the natural rate of
unemployment. This time, U.S.' tradables production is boosted. On balance,
total real output shows a substantial increase. This explains to a great extent
the rise in disposable income. Europe continues to be harmed by this policy,
due to a capital income account deficit.

A closer look at table 1 reveals that disaggregation matters, at least in the
short run. For, the short-term outcomes hinge on whether the government
cuts either tradables or nontradables expenditure. On the contrary, in the
long run a fiscal contraction invariably turns out to be a BTN policy. Then
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the stock-flow interactions, notably the state of the capital income account,
arising from the net foreign asset position, dominate the picture.

4. The role of financial integration

This section discusses the consequences of financial integration. Following
Feldman (1986), we consider the process of financial integration to have
proceeded further, the larger capital (lows are provoked by given changes in
yield differentials. Alternatively, certain impulses trigger larger capital Oows,
attenuating yield differentials, the higher the degree of financial integration.
So, the international capital movements, resulting from given changes in
yield differentials, depend on the elasticity of substitution between home and
foreign bonds. The higher the value of this elasticity, the further the process
of financial integration has proceeded. In order to track down the in(]uence
of financial integration on the (spill-over) effects of tiscal policy, we compare
the results of the reference situation, in which the elasticity of substitution is
low, with those, in which this parameter takes a high value. In the latter case,
one obtains a situation in which any yield differential is absent, at least in
the short run. Thus, then the Mundell-Fleming assumption of uncovered
interest parity, appropriate indeed for the short term only, applies. However,
later on, a wedge between the domestic and the expectations-corrected
foreign nominal interest rate emerges, since investors are willing to absorb an
increasing supply of bonds from the initiating country in their portfolios,
only if the corresponding interest rate is higher.

The results, if different from those in table I, are presented in table 2. The
outcomes concerning real disposable income are perfectly identical to those
in the above case of a low degree of financial integration. With respect to
total output in terms of home produced goods the results do difí'er. In the
short run, a European fiscal contraclion falling on domestic tradables would
generate a BLOC instead of a BTN policy, and a U.S.' fiscal contraction on
nontradables constitutes a BTS instead of a LOC policy.

The first difference is caused by a relatively small increase in European
nontradables output. A high degree of financial integration implies an
intensified capital outflow from Europe. Therefore, Europe needs a larger
balance of trade surplus and, therefore, a larger decrease in its terms of trade
[see fig. 1(b)]. This implies a relatively small decline in the tradables-
nontradables price ratio. Consequently, the difference between the decrease in
the CPI and therewith the nominal wage rate on the one hand, and the fall
in the price of nontradables on tlie other hand, is relatively small. Therefore,
the real producers' wage in the nontradables sector shows a relatively small
decrease, which explains the comparatively small increase in the output of
nontradables.

The second di(ierence can be explained in a similar way. The main factor
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Table 2
The role of financial intcgration: deviations from table 1, due to a high degree of financial

integration.
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underlying this outcome is a rise, instead of a fall, in European nontradables
output. A high degree of financial integration implies an influx of capital into
Europe. Now Europe can afford a trade balance deficit, since the improve-
ment of its capital account outweighs the worsening of its capital income
account. This is compatible with a rise in Europe's terms of trade. Mean-
while, the tradables-nontradables price ratio in Europe decreases, despite the
fall in the price of nontradables. The latter follows a shift of consumer
expenditure away from nontradable goods. Consequently, the decline in the
price on nontradables falls short of the decrease in the CPI and, therefore,
money wages. Thus, the real producers' wage falls, implying an increase in
nontradables output.

As stated before, in the long run stock-flow interactions dominate the
scene. Therefore, divergent long-term outcomes deserve great attention. A
fiscal contraction jallíng orz tradables turns out to be a BTS-policy instead of
a LOC-policy, if macroeconomic output is taken into account. A high degree
of financial integration implies intensified capital out(lows from the active
country. Hence, in the long run the passive country is confronted with a
relatively large net foreign debt. As a result, its capital income account shows
a substantial deficit. In the long run, the current account is in equilibrium,
necessitating a balance of trade surplus of considerable size. Hence, the active
country's tradables-output falls, causing total output in terms of home
produced goods to decrease.
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Meanwhile, as compared to the reference situation, the passive country's
tradables-output sharply increases due to a mitigation of the fall in private
consumption of home produced tradables. Yet, consumption of tradables
decreases considerably, higher net exports 611ing the gap. In short, the
driving force behind the observed departures is the fact, that a high degree of
financial integration leads to a comparatively pronounced ultimate net
debtor ( rentier) position of the passive ( active) country.

However, it should be stressed, that the above observations only apply to
the tradables impulses. The long-run outcome concerning total real output of
a fscal contraction on norrtradaóles is still a LOC policy. Under a high degree
of capital mobility, the gap between real interest rates is narrowed. Conse-
quently, ( crowding in of) capital investment and, therefore, especially the
capital intensive production of tradables converge. So, as compared to a
fiscal contraction on tradables, the present shock causes the initiating
country to raise tradables production in the long run. This explains, why it
remains a LOC policy. Nevertheless, in the initiating country, the fall of
exports and the increase of imports is relatively steep, which is caused by a
relatively large rise in the terms of trade. Thus, in the present case the
passive country's balance of trade surplus, necessary to finance its -debt
service requirements, can be brought about with a relatively small divergence
in tradables output.

5. Concluding remarks

The central issue' in this paper concerns the ínfluence of financial
integration the qualitative (spill-over) effects of fiscal policy. These (spill-over)
effects are measured in terms of real disposable income as well as total real
output, serving as indicators of the regions' spending power and productive
effort, respectively.

Using the first measure, it is shown that, financia( integration does rtot
irrJluerue the qualitatiue (spill-ooer) eJjects oJJisca! policy. If total real output is
used to characterize the configuration of lhese (spill-over) effects, financial
integration turns out to be relevant for the outcomes of fiscal policy.
Especially in ihe long run, it causes Gscal contraction spent on tradables to
generate divergent configurations. Financial integration proves to enlarge the
long run net foreign debt of the passive country and, therefore, to reinforce
the rentier position of the active country.

Such a divergence is absent, if Gscal contraction falls on nontradables,
which is only one out of many indications, that disaggregation matters.
Sectors are a fact of life and so are governments, buying tradables as well as
nontradables. Therefore, predictions concerning the effects of fiscal policy,
based on pure macroeconomic analysis, are precarious. This leaves us with
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the intriguing problem of the degree of disaggregation, which would indeed
permit robust policy statements.

Sensitivity analysis proves the above conclusions to be fairly robust. To be
sure, the signs of the policy multipliers are in a measure sensitive to
variations in the values of the behavioural parameters, but they prove to
change in exactly the same way, in the distinct situations of a low and a high
degree of financial integration. Sensitivity analysis also shows the above
results to depend on the relative factor intensity of the sectors involved.
Obstfeld (1988), reaches the same conclusion, although in our analysis this
'natural assumption' of nontradables being relatively labour intensive, is not
as crucial as in his study. Moreover, the relative size of the tradables and
nontradables sector proves to be of limited importance to our inferences.

Financial, goods and labour markets integration are considered to be
successive phases in the process towards full economic integration. The
analysis of the latter two phases can be accomplished within the present
framework.

In a substantial number of cases, the results with respect to total output
are compounds of opposite results for the sectors involved. A crucial
condition here is, that the assumed excess supply of labour in one sector can
be transferred costlessly to the other. This raises the question of what
happens, if labour, qualified for work in the expanding sector, may become a
bottle-neck. This would be due to labour being sector-specific, at least
temporary. Such an assumption could prevent unemployed workers to move
from the contracting sector towards the work available in the prosperous
sector. The existence of imperfect intersectoral labour mobility may force a
country to undergo a costly reallocation process with employment and
output losses. Allowing for heterogeneity of labour, therefore, is another
possible extension of the present analysis.

Appendix l: Numerical assumptions

Parameter values jor tlte rejerence situatiori~situation oj a high degree oj
financial integration

Partial detnnntl elasticities:
(disposable) income-elasticity of real cash balances-l.0;
interest-elasticity of real cash balances-0.3;
(disposable) income elasticity of home bonds-0.083;
elasticity of home bonds held by residents with respect to the domestic
nominal interest rate-0.22~2.687;
elasticity of home bonds held by residents wilh respect to lhe expected yield
on foreign bonds-0.2~2.667;
elasticity of foreign bonds held by residents with respect to the domestic
nominal interest rate-0.78~10.647;
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elasticity of foreign bonds held by residents with respect to the expecled yield
on foreign bonds-0.8~10.667;
(disposable) income-elasticity oC private consumption-0.8;
interest-elasticity of private consumption-0.225;
(real) wealth-elasticity of private consumption-0.l.

Elnsticities of substitution:
between domestic and foreign bonds - 1~13.33;
between tradable and nontradable consumption goods-l.5;
between `home produced' and `foreign produced' tradable consumption
good s - 5.0;
belween capital and labour in the tradables-sector-0.55;
between capital and labour in the nontradables-sector-0.55.

Other behauiom.al pnrmneters:
acceleralion coeffcient-0.08;
tax rule feedback coefïicient-0.5;
real wage inertia coefficient for Europe-0.999;
real wage inertia coef(icient for the U.S.-0.001;
Phillips coefficient-0.l.

Iieitial steudy state ratio of:
bonds issued by firms to total supply of bonds-0.8;
real cash balances to outpul-0.25;
holdings of dotnestic bonds lo total bonds holdings of residents-0.8;
private sector's imports (exports) to tradables-output -0.2667;
government imports to tradables oulput -0.0533;
private consumption of 'home produced' tradables by residents to tradables
outpul-0.4;
private consumption of nontradables to nontradables output-0.6667;
government expenditure on `home produced' tradables lo tradablcs
output-0.08;
government expenditure on nontradables to nonlradables output-0.2;
gross capital investment lo tradables output-0.2;
gross capital investment to nontradables output-0.1333;
tradables output to total output-0.5;
consutnption of tradables to total private consumption-0.5;
consumption of `home produced' tradables to total tradables
consumption-0.6;
lump sum taxes to total output-0.2;
government debt to total oulput-0.75.
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Other non-hehauioural pcrrmneters:
rate of technical obsolescence-0.0556;
capital-output ratio in the tradables sector-3.6;
capital-output ratio in the nontradables sector-2.4;
wage share in the tradables sector-0.64;
wage share in tJie nontradables sector-0.76;
real interest rate-0.0444.
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